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THE EFFECTS OF CONTROL AND WORK/FAMILY CENTRALITY
ON THE PERSONAL USE OF WORK COMPUTERS
JENNA L. GORSUCH
ABSTRACT
The personal use of work computers (PWC) is a common occurrence at all levels
at an organization, from entry level employees to upper management. Constant
connectivity to technology through the availability of the Internet at home, at work, and
on mobile devices has led to work entering the non-work domain and vice versa.
Participants (N = 341) were recruited from Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk service and were
asked questions regarding levels of self-control, job autonomy, work centrality, workfamily conflict, and PWC in order to determine how these relationships may interact to
predict PWC. In addition, PWC was explored as a means to ―balance the ledger‖ and
restore an employee's work-family balance. Significant main effects were found for all
variables in predicting PWC, with the exception of autonomy. In addition, a significant
interaction was found between self-control and work centrality in predicting PWC,
indicating that employees with high work centrality and low self-control commit the most
PWC behavior. Results of the study indicate that while PWC did not lead to an increase
in work-family balance, restricting PWC behavior is not necessarily beneficial to an
organization.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

While most organizations want their employees to behave perfectly, that is not
often the reality of the modern work environment. Ranging from minor to serious in
nature, counterproductive work behaviors (CWB) are behaviors that contradict an
organization‘s interests. These behaviors are typically regarded as detrimental to the
success of an organization, but they are not always associated with negative outcomes.
While it is true that CWB costs organizations between $6 and $200 billion a year due to
theft, legal proceedings, and lost productivity (Aube, Rousseau, & Mama, 2009), this is a
limited perspective of the influence of CWBs. Some CWBs can be thought of as being
harmless, or even having positive effects in an organization.
One CWB in particular, the personal use of work computers, (PWC) has been
repeatedly demonstrated to lead to positive effects in an organization. While overall,
organizations may feel that CWBs are conducted by ―the bad guys,‖ PWC is pervasive at
all levels at an organization. These days, individuals find themselves constantly
connected to technology through the availability of the Internet at home, at work, and on
mobile devices. As people rely heavily on using the Internet for business and personal
1

reasons, this interconnected lifestyle has led many employees to engage in non-workrelated behavior on the job, regardless of existing organizational policies (Stratton, 2010).
While it is certainly true that PWC contributes to the $6 to $200 billion in losses to
organizations due to CWB (Mastrangelo, Everton, & Jolton, 2006), employees may find
PWC enjoyable, and these behaviors may lead to additional benefits for the organization.
In fact, in light of recent literature on the benefits of PWC, organizations may
change their opinion about wanting employees to behave perfectly. The belief of the
current researcher is that PWC is a positive behavior in the workplace. PWC has been
demonstrated to have certain benefits such as serving as a respite from stress (Davis,
Flett, & Besser, 2002), increased work-life balance (Mastrangelo et al.), and even
increased productivity (Vitak, Crouse, & LaRose, 2011). For these reasons, one may feel
that the benefits of PWC outweigh the negative consequences. Despite the demonstrated
positive outcomes of PWC, most organizations have workplace policies that prohibit the
use of work computers for personal reasons. It is my hope that through the current study,
and other emerging research studies, organizations will take note of the benefits of PWC
and will relax the restrictions on their employees related to personal computer use for the
good of their employees' well-being.
As PWC literature is still in its infancy, the primary purpose of the research is to
examine whether situational traits (autonomy), personal traits (self-control), or an
employee‘s orientation (work or family centrality) affect the likelihood of committing
PWC. In addition, the research will focus on how these variables interact with each other
in an effort to mirror interactions which may happen in real life. The importance of these
variables in the workplace as well as their importance regarding PWC will be discussed.
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In addition, it is my hope to potentially expand the literature regarding the positive
outcomes of PWC (work-family balance).
The organization of the paper is as follows. First, the literature on
counterproductive work behaviors (CWBs) will be discussed. It is essential to first have
a general understanding of CWBs and their role in the workplace before one can attempt
to understand a specific CWB, such as PWC. Personal and situational factors that
influence an individual‘s likelihood to commit CWBs will be discussed as antecedents of
CWB. The outcomes of CWB in the workplace will also be discussed. Once CWB has
been discussed, the focus of the paper will move to the specific CWB of interest—PWC.
PWC will be discussed in a similar fashion to CWB; the personal and situational
antecedents of PWC will be presented, as well as the outcomes of PWC in the workplace.
After CWB and PWC have been compared, the paper will highlight certain personal and
situational factors that are of particular interest to the researcher. Lastly, hypotheses will
be presented for the purposes of the research.

Counterproductive Work Behaviors
A hot topic in the area of Industrial-Organizational Psychology as of late is the
study of counterproductive workplace behaviors. While the definition of
counterproductive workplace behaviors (CWBs) has varied across research, the most
appropriate definitions should be broad in scope, as the behaviors that have traditionally
been considered CWBs have been equally as broad. For the current purpose, a
counterproductive work behavior is defined as any behavior, whether intentional or
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unintentional, exhibited by an employee that goes against an organization‘s interests
(Aube et al., 2009).
As this definition could describe a plethora of behaviors, it is useful to set further
subcategories of CWBs in order to organize the types of behaviors we will discuss.
Throughout research, three broad classifications of counterproductive workplace
behaviors have been identified: workplace deviance, property deviance, and production
deviance (Mikulay, Neuman, & Finkelstein, 2001). Workplace deviance consists of both
organizational and interpersonal deviance. Organizational deviance encompasses
behaviors that harm one’s organization on the whole, and interpersonal deviance
describes behaviors that harm individuals within an organization. These distinctions
have been clarified as to encompass all interrelated ideas in this topic, as researchers
frequently intertwine these definitions in their studies. Interpersonal deviant behaviors
can be classified as such things as playing pranks on co-workers or ignoring others
(Mikulay et al.). Organizational deviant behaviors, however, can be classified in terms of
unauthorized break extensions, a decrease in employee engagement, and a plethora of
other behaviors which overall affect the profitability of a company.
In addition to both organizational and interpersonal deviant behaviors, employees
can also engage in property and production deviance. Property deviance is defined as the
“misappropriation or misuse of another’s property” (pg. 286) (e.g., theft and vandalism)
and production deviance is defined as the “willful restriction of production or
performance” (pg. 286) (e.g., tardiness and absence). Many believe that these seemingly
innocent behaviors serve as prerequisites for more physically violent forms of deviance,
which can create a hostile work environment.

4

The Cost of CWBs
The presence of CWBs in a workplace can decrease job performance and increase
costs to a company. Costs charged to a company due to these behaviors can include theft,
broken equipment, fraud, legal proceedings, failure to meet production deadlines, and
poor quality work (Aube et al., 2009). In fact, it has been estimated that workplace
deviant behaviors, on the whole, cost American companies between $6 billion and $200
billion per year. Estimated annual losses from employee theft have been estimated at a
minimum of $40 billion, and are suspected to cause between 10% and 30% of business
bankruptcies (Mikulay et al., 2001). Other estimates of losses due to CWBs are more
difficult to measure, but it is assumed that $28 billion annually is lost due to on-the-job
substance abuse, and 50 hours per employee per year are lost from unauthorized break
extensions (Mikulay et al.). While costs to a company have been widely evaluated,
damage done to employees is not as thoroughly researched (Aube et al., 2009).
Aside from the obvious decrease in profitability, CWBs can affect an organization
in many other direct and indirect ways. For instance, it has been found that conflict
among employees and the departments in which they work decreases combined decision
making which, in turn, leads to lower organizational performance (Keashley & Harvey,
2005, as cited in Khan, Afzal, & Zia, 2010). Additionally, it has been demonstrated that
employees who commit production deviance have lower levels of work performance,
which can also lead to lower motivation levels (Khan, et al.).
CWBs do not only have negative effects on an organization, they can also have
negative effects on employees. Lower organizational commitment and low job
satisfaction have been found to be related to certain CWBs (Barclay & Aquino, 2010).
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Supervisor abuse has been found to have several negative outcomes, such as anxiety,
emotional exhaustion, and depression for the subordinates of abusive supervisors
(Fodchuk, 2007). In addition, emotional exhaustion (one of the outcomes of supervisor
abuse) was found to reduce organizational citizenship behaviors and increase turnover. In
other words, certain CWBs can create conditions that trigger both negative outcomes and
additional CWBs. Overall, CWBs have been shown to decrease employees‘
psychological well-being, since these behaviors generate stress and make it more difficult
for employees to accomplish tasks given to them. Some of the negative outcomes on
psychological well-being include strains, anxiety, depression, burnout, and physical
symptoms (Barclay & Aquino).
CWB Research: Not Without Limitations
While attempts are occasionally made to note how deviant behaviors could be
seen as positive (e.g., the discussion of a social interactional approach), one could argue
that the underlying theme of CWB literature is negative. A perspective that is rarely
taken in the literature on CWBs is the idea that CWBs can be beneficial to an
organization (Barclay & Aquino, 2010). To my knowledge, Marcus and Schuler (2004)
have been some of the only researchers to incorporate this perspective in their definition
of general counterproductive behavior. While they maintain that all counterproductive
behaviors violate the legitimate interests of the organization by being potentially harmful
either to the members of an organization or the organization on the whole, they argue for
the inclusion of three important facets of this definition. They argue that (1), the behavior
must be volitional (as opposed to bad luck), (2) the behavior must be
potentially/predictably harmful but not necessarily result in an undesirable outcome, and
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(3) the behavior must run counter to legitimate interests but not be outweighed by
potential benefits that are also legitimate.
While it is certain that CWBs can be positive in certain situations, the available
literature certainly does not echo this idea. Perhaps the stigma of CWBs as being
negative is simply a function of past research. From the employee‘s perspective, CWBs
can be seen as pro-social or even productive behaviors. In fact, certain CWBs aren‘t even
typically thought of as CWBs (e.g., PWC). While it can certainly be argued that these
behaviors are counter to certain organizational interests (e.g., productivity), many
employees believe that these behaviors are harmless, and even beneficial (Vitak, Crouse,
& LaRose, 2011). There has been very little research on this topic, and as such, this
paper will explore this specific CWB, PWC, as a means of demonstrating a CWB that has
positive consequences.

Personal Use of Work Computers
When referring to the behavior of PWC, one is presented with a variety of
different terms and definitions. PWC is defined as the use of Internet and/or mobile
technology during work hours for personal purposes, and has also been referred to as
cyberloafing, non-work related computing, cyberdeviance, Internet abuse, and junk
computing (Vitak et al., 2011). These definitions differ largely depending on the severity
of the deviant behaviors involved; while the term cyberloafing may refer to minor deviant
behaviors such as emailing a friend, other terms such as problematic Internet use tend to
refer to serious deviant behaviors such as viewing pornography at work.
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Although it is important to simply note conceptual differences between these
definitions, it makes empirical sense to understand each of the viewpoints presented in
the literature and then to select one most useful definition. As defined by Lim (2002),
cyberloafing is any voluntary act of employees using their companies‘ Internet access
during work hours to use non-work-related websites for personal purposes. Examples of
cyberloafing include emailing jokes, surfing the web, online shopping, and instant
messaging (Henle & Blanchard, 2008). Similar to cyberloafing, cyberslacking is
typically defined as the unauthorized personal use of employer-provided Internet access
during work (Garrett & Danziger, 2008). While not explicitly stated in the definition,
cyberslacking varies somewhat from simple ‗personal Internet use‘ as it reflects a sense
of purposeful misconduct. Personal Internet use, on the other hand, implies neutrality
and can be thought of as having both positive and negative consequences (Garrett &
Danziger). Lastly, problematic Internet use refers to Internet addiction, and is
categorized by two dimensions: specific and general problematic Internet use (Davis,
Flett, & Besser, 2002). Specific problematic Internet use can be described by behaviors
directed at a specific online activity or application such as online pornography or online
gambling. General problematic Internet use is described as a compulsion to be online
and interact with others.
For the purposes of the paper, I prefer to use the general term: ―personal use of
work computers (PWC).‖ This term‘s definition best represents the intended orientation
of the paper. Much like Garrett and Danziger‘s (2008) explanation of personal Internet
use mentioned above, the term PWC implies a neutral perspective, and accepts the
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possibility that PWC behaviors can have both positive and negative effects in an
organization.
The scope of PWC behaviors is quite expansive due to the definition. As PWC
refers simply to the unauthorized use of technology for non-work related purposes, this
implies that any behavior, no matter how quick or seemingly non-impactful, will be
classified as PWC so long as it is non-work related. However, the factors that would
predict a person‘s likelihood to check the weather while at work are certain to vary
greatly from the factors that would predict a person‘s likelihood to view pornography at
work. Various classifications of PWC have been proposed—varying from simple to
complex.
Perhaps the broadest classification of PWC would be Mastrangelo et al.‘s (2006)
factor analysis. This analysis yielded a two factor solution that was labeled as
Counterproductive Computer Use and Non-productive Computer Use.
Counterproductive computer use contained behaviors that conflict with the organization‘s
goals (e.g., engaging in illegal activities), while non-productive computer use contained
behaviors that were not destructive yet not necessarily productive (e.g., emailing friends).
This broad classification is condensed from an earlier work, where these authors
segregated PWC into three forms: Socially connecting with others (e.g., emailing and
chatting), Personal tasks (e.g., shopping online), and Counterproductive computer use
(e.g., sharing confidential information, online gambling) (Everton, Mastrangelo & Jolton,
2005).
In addition to classifications that identify PWC as either neutral or negative,
others suggest that PWC can be constructive. Anandarajan, Simmers, and D‘Ovidio
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(2011) suggest that PWC literature can be divided into three viewpoints: problematic
Internet use (PIU), cyberloafing, and Internet use as constructive behavior. PIU consists
of cognitions and behaviors that have negative social, academic, or professional
consequences (e.g., online gambling). As previously mentioned, cyberloafing, a form of
production deviance, is the act of voluntarily using a company‘s Internet access during
work hours to surf non-job-related websites for personal purposes. Lastly, those who
think of Internet use as a constructive behavior argue that PWC can lead to subconscious
problem solving as well as provide necessary breaks from work (Anandarajan et al.). It
has also been seen as a way to balance work and family demands, as more recently work
has evolved from a traditional 9 to 5 day.
Other distinctions that have been made in an effort to classify PWC range from
the types of activities engaged in (i.e., browsing activities vs. email-related activities; see
Mahatanankoon, Anandarajan, & Igbaria, 2004), the impact of the activity (i.e., serious
vs. minor), and to whom the activity is directed (i.e., organizational vs. interpersonal)
(Vitak et al., 2011).
While PWC is rightly classified as a counterproductive work behavior (CWB), it
is conceptually different for many reasons. PWC is different from general deviant
behavior in organizations because (a) the temptation to engage in the behavior is constant
and easy to fulfill, (b) employees can engage in the behavior while appearing productive,
and (c) organizations may want to encourage certain forms of PWC (Everton et al.,
2005). A recent survey found that up to 82% of computer-using employees engage in
personal web usage (PWU) at work (Everton et al., 2005).
Outcomes of PWC
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PWC has been a pervasive issue for companies since computer use became
widespread in the workplace. In fact, The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)‘s 2001
Computer Crime and Security Survey found that 91% of participating computer security
companies detected abuse of the Internet by employees, including personal email use and
downloading pornography (as cited in Mastrangelo et al., 2006). PWC can have
significant costs to an organization; it can reduce productivity by 30 to 40 percent and
cost companies approximately $54 billion annually (Henle & Blanchard, 2008). Hidden
costs of PWC include clogged bandwidth, degraded system performance, harassment
through emailed jokes, copyright infringement (through the use of clip art), and
defamation. In fact, it is estimated that $1.2 billion was lost alone due to time spent by
employees checking in on the 2007 NCAA men‘s basketball tournament at work (Garrett
& Danziger, 2008). One 2007 estimate found that employees waste 1.7 hours per week
on personal activities, with the largest proportion of that time spent surfing the web.
Though PWC can have significant costs, it can also yield significant benefits.
PWC is typically presented as a negative behavior that leads to lost productivity and
revenue. However, PWC can also yield very positive effects such as relief from boredom,
fatigue, or stress, greater job satisfaction or creativity, and increases in well-being and
recovery (Garrett & Danziger, 2008b; Vitak et al., 2011). In addition, employees
themselves see these behaviors as a way to ―deal with problems at work‖ and they see it
as a way to ―make them a better worker‖ (Zafar, 2008 as cited in Vitak et al.). One
seemingly contradictory finding is that cyberslacking may actually have productivity
benefits. While there is evidence for both positive and negative consequences of PWC,
even employees find this hard to believe; Greenfield and Davis (2002) found that almost
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half of their participants believed that personal Internet use decreased their productivity.
Interestingly, some forms of computer deviance have also been found to indirectly
contribute to performance and as such, are accepted by employers (much like a coffee
break) (Mastrangelo et al., 2006). This is because it is possible that productive
employees can use a computer for behaviors that are seemingly unrelated to work, yet
have positive outcomes such as enhancing computer skills, increasing business contacts,
helping to maintain a work-life balance, or even to help alleviate work stress.
There is no doubt that PWC can be costly, but, as it is estimated that stress causes
U.S. organizations over $300 billion annually, it is important to keep in mind that these
problems may be offset by the benefits of its application in managing stress (Henle &
Blanchard, 2008). This overlap between work and non-work activities can be particularly
beneficial to salaried employees, as PWC may help to ‗balance the ledger‘ for the long
work hours and increased productivity required of them. As it has been found that
playing games after a demanding task may improve performance and concentration,
Reinecke (2009) proposed that playing games at work may be an effective means of
recuperation. For successful recovery from a demanding task, four dimensions must be
satisfied: there must be psychological detachment from the work, the individual must
experience relaxation, the individual must display mastery experience, and the individual
must have a perception of control. Playing games at work was demonstrated to be
effective at satisfying these four basic criteria in their own way. First, individuals are
able to psychologically detach themselves from work by playing games as games absorb
the user‘s focus and attention; and through this focus individuals are able to escape stress
and relax. Next, experience gained playing the game leads individuals to feel a sense of
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mastery over the game and thus a feeling of control. However, it is important to note that
this effect is dynamic; playing games for an extended period of time may cause opposite
effects to occur and may even increase exhaustion (Reinecke, 2009; Mullen, 2011).
It is not only employers who experience competing emotions regarding PWC. In
a qualitative study, it was found that participants initially experienced simultaneous
pleasure and guilt regarding their PWC (Stratton, 2010). This led participants to behave
in one of three ways: they either (1) decreased their PWU use momentarily as a result of
guilt, (2) engaged in the same amount of PWU after rationalizing the behavior, or (3)
stopped feeling guilty all-together and continued to engage in PWU. Of the
rationalizations used by employees, some of the most frequently cited as the ability of the
behavior to act as an ―escape‖ to their work surroundings, and the supportive social
norms surrounding the behavior. Of particular importance in this study is the takeaway
that guilt alone cannot stop PWU. When no long-term consequences resulted from PWU
use, the guilt associated with the behavior could not prevail over the short-term emotional
benefits of the behavior.

Variables Related to PWC
Several personal factors have been demonstrated to be antecedents of PWC,
including age (Everton et al., 2005; Mullen, 2011), status/occupation, income, education
(Garrett & Danziger, 2008b; Vitak et al., 2011), gender, impulsiveness, conscientiousness
(Everton et al.; Garrett & Danziger, 2008b) and self-control (Eastin, Glenn, & Griffiths,
2007; Vitak et al., 2011). Below, a review is presented of demographic variables
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explored for use as control variables as well as a list of variables related to the hypotheses
of the study.
Demographic Variables
Age. Digital natives, or people who were born during or after the advent of
computers, have been exposed to a completely different learning environment than
people who were born before the advent of computers. As of 2001, it was estimated that
college students had spent over 10,000 hours of their lives playing video games, 10,000
hours watching television, had seen over 500,000 commercials, and had sent and received
over 200,000 emails and text messages (Prensky, 2001 as cited in Mullen, 2011). This is
compared to the measly estimate of 5,000 hours spent reading by college students in their
lifetime. This claim is substantiated by neurological studies that report that the neural
networks of digital natives are dramatically different from those of older generations
(Mullen). As a result of underdeveloped neural pathways, digital natives are less able to
focus their attention, crave instant gratification, are worse at abstract thinking and
planning, have impaired judgment and decision making abilities, and are less creative.
This creates a very bleak outlook for the emerging workforce today-- even implying that
digital natives may be unsuited for positions with high autonomy. In fact, Everton et al.
(2005) found than younger employees are more likely to engage in PWC than older
employees. However, since these studies have been conducted, there has been a vast
increase in adult computer use as evidenced by the popularity of sites like YouTube and
Facebook (Vitak et al., 2011). For this reason, it would be useful to conduct many studies
on PWC again.
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Status and occupation. Henle and Blanchard (2008) proposed that employees
engage in PWC as a coping method to stressors that are experienced at work. Henle and
Blanchard found that PWC is used as a coping technique for certain types of stressors
such as role ambiguity and role conflict, but not other stressors such as role overload,
which would indicate that overloaded employees do not have time to engage in PWC. In
addition, employees were more likely to engage in PWC when organizational sanctions
for these behaviors were unlikely. Consequently, the assumption that PWC is carried out
typically by lower-level employees has been challenged in recent years. Stereotypes such
as ―banker‘s hours‖ (meaning a short work day) lead individuals to believe that highstatus occupations would have more time for leisure activity, thus more time for PWC.
Garrett and Danziger (2008b) found that four measures of status—occupational
classification, autonomy, household income, and education—were each associated with
more frequent PWC. Despite the utility of the Internet, employees who have higher job
commitment and face stronger penalties for engaging in cyberslacking are less likely to
commit PWC (Vitak et al.).

Variables Used in Hypotheses
In addition to the demographic variables mentioned above, there are several
dispositional variables which have been shown to be related to PWC. Self-control,
autonomy, and work/family centrality will be discussed below in relation to the
prediction of PWC. In addition, work-family balance will be discussed as a potential
positive outcome of PWC.
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Self-control. Self-control, as mentioned previously, refers to one‘s ability to
regulate one‘s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors (Burkley, Anderson, & Curtis, 2011).
Self-control is a limited resource, and each individual has a different capacity for selfcontrol (Schmidt, Neubach, & Heuer, 2007). Different demands for self-control all draw
from the same limited self-control resource and expressions of self-control weaken this
resource (Muraven & Baumeister, 2000). It has been demonstrated that in successive
self-control acts, performance on the second act will be impaired due to the weakening of
the resource pool. However, in the long run, provided that proper periods of rest are
allowed in between expressions of self-control, additional expressions of self-control will
strengthen the resource pool of an individual. In addition, the effects of demands on selfcontrol (such as emotional exhaustion, health complaints, and absenteeism) can be
diminished by increasing levels of job control.
In simpler terms, it is useful to think of self-control as analogous to a muscle. If
self-control is over-exerted, it will require rest before it can be used effectively again (this
is referred to as the depletion effect) (Burkley et al., 2011). Therefore, if not properly
rested, one‘s self-control will be very weak on subsequent tasks. Also analogous to a
muscle, exercises of self-control can improve one‘s self-control strength over time.
However, these effects can be countered if an individual is aware of oncoming demands
on self-control or is aware of the impact that self-control can have on behavior. In these
instances, individuals can improve willpower by planning to ―set aside‖ self-control
resources for future use. While not as highly replicated, it has also been demonstrated
that social relationships as well as perspective taking help to replenish self-regulatory
resources (Chan & Wan, 2012).
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Due to organizations‘ increasing need for employees who are highly adaptable,
flexible, and self-managed, self-control has become an important facet of individuals‘
personalities Schmidt et al., 2007). People exert self-control when they follow rules or
inhibit desires for immediate gratification. Self-control requires individuals to over-ride
or inhibit automatic, habitual, or spontaneous urges, emotions, or desires that would
otherwise interfere with their intended behaviors (as is necessary in a work environment).
This can come in the form of impulse control, resisting distractions, and overcoming
inner resistance (Diestel & Schmidt, 2009). Impulse control refers to the demands on
resisting spontaneous, impulsive response tendencies that are expressed as ‗huffishness‘
or impatience. Resisting distractions refers to the necessity of ignoring distractions from
task-irrelevant stimuli that would interfere with the successful accomplishment of work
tasks. Lastly, overcoming inner resistance refers to overcoming a person‘s inner dislikes,
aversions, or motivational inhibitions as a means of successfully completing unattractive
tasks that cannot be avoided or postponed.
Not only does self-control aid individuals in completing their work, it helps them
to complete them in an acceptable amount of time (i.e., to not procrastinate).
Procrastination can be defined as an individual‘s motivation to not do something and a
tendency to avoid outcomes (Van Eerde, 2000). Procrastination is an inter-individual
process that depends on what a person perceives to be late and when to start. Several
traits have been found to be related to procrastination, such as conscientiousness,
neuroticism, and fear of failure. As PWC is an optimal method of procrastination for
many employees, it is clear how self-control becomes very important in the workplace
today.
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Exerting self-control has become increasingly important in the workplace due to
an increase of mentally stressful job demands and mental concentration (qualitative work
load) as well as increases in time pressure and work volume (quantitative work load)
(Diestel & Schmidt, 2009). High work load itself can have many adverse effects, such as
burnout, anxiety and depressive symptoms, low work engagement, reduced job
performance, and several CWBs (drug abuse, absenteeism, and bullying). In addition,
not only does the depletion of self-regulatory resources lead to limited regulatory
resources on subsequent tasks, it also leads to high levels of strain as well as impairments
in psychological well-being. Taken together, simultaneous effects of high work load and
demands on self-control can be expected to lead to higher levels of job strain than can be
explained by the main effects of each factor separately.
It is likely that there would be a main effect of self-control on PWC, such that
employees who have less trait self-control will be more likely to engage in PWC.
Likewise, employees with greater self-control would be less likely to engage in PWC.
Eastin et al. (2007) proposed that employees who are bored or stressed while at work and
who also view communication technology as an effective means of easing these burdens
would be more likely to abuse communication technology. They found that boredom led
to deficient self-regulation (a state during which conscious self-control is diminished),
which in turn led to the development of a habit (behavior without active consideration) of
using communication technology for personal use. Additionally, it has been
demonstrated that individuals with an external locus of control and low self-esteem were
found to have diminished self-control of Internet use which then led to the increased level
of Internet abuse at work (Vitak et al., 2011).
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Autonomy. Although self-control is an important variable in predicting PWC,
there are certainly situations in which self-control would be less pertinent. The extent to
which the effects of a person‘s personality can be observed depends on the strength of the
situation that he or she is in (Barrick & Mount, 1993). Strong situations are described as
situations where there is a significant demand or pressure to conform, while weak
situations are described as situations where there are little demands or pressure to
conform. The one dimension of work that best captures differences in a situation is
autonomy (Hackman & Oldham, 1976). While autonomy and situational strength are not
identical constructs, it is a reasonable substitute in observing the effects of a situation on
the expression of personality.
Job autonomy refers to the opportunity for employees to have independence and
freedom in conducting their jobs (Hackman & Oldham, 1976). Haar and Spell (2009)
argue that a sense of autonomy, or the belief that an individual has discretion over how a
job is conducted, should lead to a feeling of control over work. Control has been linked
to several beneficial outcomes: enhancing a person‘s perceptions of control can lead to
faster learning and better task performance, as well as higher job satisfaction (Stanton &
Barnes-Farrell, 1996). Models of job stress argue that job demands (e.g., role stress such
as role conflict, role ambiguity, and role conflict) as well as job resources (e.g., social
support and autonomy) are critical conditions in predicting strain outcomes (Kim &
Stoner, 2008).
Studies that follow Karasek‘s Job Demand Control Model focus on quantitative
job demands and job autonomy as they relate to strain. Quantitative job demands are
defined as the combination of work quantity and work pace (i.e., workload) (Baillien et
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al., 2011). The hypotheses of Karasek‘s model are that (1) workload is positively related
to strain, (2) job autonomy is negatively related to strain, and (3) workload and job
autonomy interact to produce a ‗buffer effect,‘ such that negative effects of one are
buffered by positive effects in another. Increasing the level of job resources, such as
autonomy and social support, can alleviate the negative outcomes of job stress such as
burnout. This is important, as it has been demonstrated that self-control demands by
themselves are an additional source of stress at work (Schmidt et al., 2007). This Job
Demand Control Model (Karasek, 1979 as cited in Tai & Liu, 2007) has been found to
relate to a number of variables: physical health (e.g., heart disease and muscle tension),
health-related behavior (e.g., smoking habits), general well-being (e.g., anxiety and/or
depression), job-related well-being (e.g., job satisfaction, burnout), work-related
outcomes (e.g., work performance), and organizational outcomes (e.g., turnover)
(Baillien et al., 2011).
Autonomy itself has been found to be a significant predictor of many job related
variables. For example, studies have demonstrated that individuals who are high on Type
A behavior, conscientiousness, or agreeableness all had the highest job performance when
they worked in highly autonomous jobs (Robie & Ryan, 1999). Autonomy serves as a
good indicator of job-related behavior because as autonomy gets higher, individuals have
more discretion in which behaviors to exert, and the more likely it becomes that
dispositional variables influence the decision to exert a particular behavior. This is
consistent with the interactional model (Mischel, 1977) that states that personality
variables will be more predictive in weaker situations where there is a greater degree of
variability and behaviors are less subject to situational influence.
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If an employee is not given discretion in when and how to perform work tasks
(i.e., low autonomy), it is unlikely that the employee would be able to choose to engage
in PWC. It is expected that there would be a main effect of autonomy on PWC such that
less PWC occurs in low autonomy situations. However, it would be interesting to see
how employees engage in PWC given the opportunity to do so through high autonomy.
Depending on the personal characteristics of the employee, it is not necessarily expected
that high autonomy would lead to more PWC. Barrick and Mount (1993) found that
managers who were higher in conscientiousness and extraversion performed better in
jobs with high autonomy than those in jobs with low autonomy. Additionally, managers
with low levels of agreeableness also performed better in jobs with high autonomy than
those in jobs with low autonomy.
Drawing upon the interactional model proposed by Mischel (1977), which states
that personality variables will become more influential in situations where one has more
discretion in how to behave, one can begin to hypothesize about which personality
variables would affect the likelihood of PWC behaviors in autonomous situations. In a
high autonomy job where employees have discretion over how and when tasks are
performed, personality variables which have been previously demonstrated to predict
PWC, such as self-control, may become more prominent.

Hypothesis 1: There will be an interaction between self-control strength and job
autonomy--It is predicted that self-control strength will have a stronger effect on
PWC when autonomy is high, such that more PWC will occur when self-control is low
rather than high.
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Work/Family Centrality. Social roles serve many important purposes in the life
of an individual; they form self-definitional, behavioral, relational, cognitive, affective,
temporal, and spatial boundaries (Frone, 2003). One may have many different social
roles, such as family, work, and community roles. Demographic changes in the
workplace, such as an increasing number of dual-earning households, adults caring for
both their parents and children, and single parent families have sparked an interest in the
concept of work-family balance as individuals are increasingly expected to hold more
than one of these roles at a time (Hargis, Kotrba, Zhdanova, & Baltes, 2011). Domain
centrality is defined as the degree to which individuals define themselves in regards to a
particular role (Matthews, Barnes-Farrell, & Bulger, 2010). When individuals are work
or family central, they report more willingness to flex the opposite boundary to which
they are oriented, but not the one they are oriented towards (i.e., family central people are
more willing to flex work boundaries, but not family boundaries). In addition, Boyar et
al. (2008) found that individuals who are more family central are more likely to perceive
increases in work demand as causing greater work-to-family conflict, as they are more
sensitive to these increases in demand. It is expected that there would be a main effect of
domain centrality on PWC, such that more PWC will occur when an individual has a
higher level of family centrality than when an individual has a higher level of work
centrality.
As individuals are more willing to flex towards a boundary to which they are
oriented (Matthews et al., 2010), it is expected that this would indicate the likelihood of
an individual to engage in PWC.
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Hypothesis 2: There will be an interaction between self-control and work
centrality-- It is predicted that self-control strength will have a stronger effect on
PWC when work centrality is low (indicating that family centrality is high), such
that more PWC will occur when self-control is low rather than high.
Hypothesis 3: There will be an interaction between autonomy and work
centrality— It is predicted that autonomy will have a stronger effect on PWC
when work centrality is low (indicating that family centrality is high), such that
more PWC will occur when autonomy is high rather than low.

In a real world situation, an individual would experience these variables
simultaneously. Therefore, it is realistic to expect to observe some three-way interactions
between these previously discussed variables.

Hypothesis 4: There will be a three-way interaction between self-control,
autonomy, and work centrality, such that low self-control will lead to greater
PWC when autonomy is high and work centrality is low (indicating that family
centrality is high).

Work-Family Balance. Work-family conflict is defined as a type of inter-role
conflict where participation in one role (i.e., work) is made more difficult by participating
in the other role (i.e., family) (Harris, Marett, & Harris, 2011). Conversely, work-family
balance can be interpreted as a lack of work-family conflict (Frone, 2003). Work-family
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balance is defined as the dimensions of conflict and compatibility that result from
combining work and family (Barnett, 1998). A balanced life would consist of having
work and family experiences be mutually beneficial in that family experiences enhance
the person‘s contributions to work and vice versa.
Work-family conflict often draws upon Resource Drain and Conflict Theory
(Aryee et al., 2005). The basic assumption is that individuals have a finite pool of
resources to draw upon in their role obligations, and that involvement in one role could
lessen the resources available for a different role. There are three types of work-family
conflict: time-, strain-, and behavior-based conflict (Hargis et al., 2011). Time-based
conflict occurs when the time spent in one role (i.e., work) interferes with a person‘s
ability to participate in another role (i.e., family). Strain-based conflict occurs when
stress and tension associated with a role affect a person‘s participation in another role.
Lastly, behavior-based conflict occurs when patterns of behavior utilized in one role are
incompatible with behavioral expectations in another role.
Research on role-related predictors of work-family conflict has come to a few
conclusions. It is important to distinguish between work-to-family conflict and familyto-work conflict as antecedents of work-to-family conflict stem from work roles while the
antecedents of family-to-work conflict stem from family roles (Frone, 2003). Next, it has
been recognized that both work-to-family and family-to-work conflict can arise from role
characteristics such as behavioral and psychological involvement as well as stressors and
resources. Lastly, both types of work-family conflict arise from an individual‘s
personality. Similarly, the outcomes of work-family balance may differ depending on the
type of conflict, but both work-to-family and family-to-work conflict can result in mental
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and physical health problems. Prior research has demonstrated that work-family conflict
is related to various negative consequences such as poor health, decreased job satisfaction
and performance, as well as strain, absenteeism, and turnover (Harris et al., 2011).
Increases in demand are a primary cause of both work-to-family conflict and
family-to-work conflict (Boyar, Maertz, Mosley, & Carr, 2008). While some antecedents
are related to both work-to-family and family-to-work conflict, such as family support or
number of children, it is also true that differential antecedents for both types of conflict
exist. These antecedents can be classified in terms of (a) the responsibilities and
expectations of the role, (b) the psychological demands of the role, and (c) organizational
policies and activities. Role overload, or the perception that an individual has too many
tasks and not enough time to complete the tasks, has been found to be positively related
to both work-to-family and family-to-work conflict (Aryee et al., 2005). On the other
hand, social support, which has been recognized as a coping mechanism for stress, has
been demonstrated to be negatively related to both work-to-family and family-to-work
conflict (Aryee et al).
With the more recent rise in technological advancements, more and more
employees are beginning to experience ―techno-overload‖ (Harris et al., 2011).
Technology has been shown to increase both the connectivity and workload of
employees, thus resulting in greater work-family conflict as people often find themselves
unable to disconnect completely from their work or family roles.
Conversely, I am interested in whether technology may have the opposite effect;
that is, to reduce work-family conflict through PWC as a means to ―balance the ledger‖
between time and effort spent on work and family roles. PWC might be used as a way to
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offset the discomfort experienced when one role invades the other (i.e., emailing friends
at work may offset the perceived unfairness of responding to work emails at home). In
terms of the three types of work-family conflict, time-, strain-, and behavior-based
conflict, it is expected that engaging in PWC would be most directly related to both timeand strain-based conflict when considering how employees might ―balance the ledger‖.
First, employees may engage in certain PWCs (shopping online or responding to personal
emails, for example) to save time at home which might decrease conflict. Additionally,
employees may engage in PWC to relieve stress while at work, decreasing the amount of
strain-based conflict.

Hypothesis 5: There will be an interaction between work centrality and PWC--It
is predicted that a greater amount of PWC will have a stronger effect on
work/family balance when work centrality is low (indicating that family centrality
is high), such that there will be a greater work/family balance when PWCs are
higher rather than lower.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD

Participants
In order to complete the questionnaire, participants needed to be currently
employed (and not working more than half of their week from home), working at least
part time (33.7% of participants worked 20-39 hours per week while the other 66.3%
worked 40 or more hours per week) in a job where they had access to both a computer as
well as the internet, and used the computer at least half of the day (21.1% worked on a
computer about half of the day, while the other 78.9% worked on a computer almost
constantly).
Of the 351 total respondents, 61.8% were male and 37.6% were female (other
respondents preferred not to answer). The ages of the respondents were as follows:
18.8% were ages 18 to 24, 55.3% were 25 to 35, 16.8% were 36-45, 6.6% were 46-55,
2.3% were 56 to 64, and 0.3% indicated that they were over 65. The majority of
respondents were Asian or Asian American (60.1%), while 4.3% were American Indian
or Alaska Natives, 0.3% were Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, 4.3% were
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Black/African American, 2% were Hispanic or Latino, and 27.6% were Non-Hispanic
Whites (4.3% preferred not to answer). Most participants were married or in a domestic
partnership (49.9%), while others were single and never married (46.2%), widowed
(0.6%), divorced (2%), or separated (0.6%) (0.3% preferred not to answer). While 57%
of the sample had no children, 39.3% had one or two children, 2.8% had three or four
children, and 0.3% had five or more children (0.6% preferred not to answer).
Most of the respondents were college graduates (54.1%), but the proportions of
other education levels were as follows: 0.3% completed some high school, 2% were high
school graduates, 10% had some college education, 3.4% went to
trade/technical/vocational school, 4.3% completed some post-graduate work, and 25.6%
completed a post-graduate degree. The majority of participants (35.3%) made less than
$20,000 per year, while 19.1% made $20-20.9k, 12% made $30-30.9k, 10.5% made $4049.9k, 6% made $50-50.9k, 4.3% made $60-69.9k, 3.4% made $70-79.9k, 1.7% made
$80-89.9k, and 3.4% made $100,000 or more annually (3.1% preferred not to answer).
Participants had a variety of occupational backgrounds: Management (8.8%),
Administrative (11.1%), Business (4%), Finance (11.4%), Service (8.5%), Professional
(27.6%), Trade/technical (8.8%), Labor (0.6%), Clerical (6.8%), Sales (4.6%). and 6%
Other (1.7% preferred not to answer). Participants were required to be currently
employed in a job working at least 20 hours per week. Roughly 34% of respondents
indicated that they worked 20 to 39 hours per week, while 66% worked 40 hours or more
per week.
While 400 Mechanical Turk ―workers‖ were compensated for participating in the
study, a total of 351 sets of responses were used in the analysis. To receive compensation
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on Mechanical Turk, participants needed to answer an attentional question correctly, must
have been qualified to participate in the survey, and needed to matching a unique 8-digit
code between Mechanical Turk and SurveyMonkey. ―Workers‖ who created an 8-digit
code that was used by other ―workers‖ (specifically, many respondents used '12345678')
were all compensated, but 37 of these respondents were excluded due to answering the
attentional question incorrectly. In addition, 7 respondents were excluded due to skipping
the consent statement question. Lastly, 5 respondents were excluded due to skipping one
or more of the scales in the questionnaire.
Procedure
An online questionnaire was posted through Amazon Mechanical Turk, and
subjects were given a half an hour to complete the survey. Participants were
compensated for completing the questionnaire (see Appendix for a list of questions given
to participants). Mechanical Turk is an online data-collection website with over 500,000
members in over 190 countries (Barger et al., 2011). Anyone in the world can sign up to
either complete tasks or 'HITs' (Human Intelligence Tasks as a worker or to assign tasks
as a requester. Workers are awarded a small amount of compensation for participating in
an activity. The amount of compensation is determined by the researcher, but typically
range from 5 cents for a quick task to $1 for a longer task. There are no restrictions to
who can sign up to be a worker, and there are no limits on the number of activities or
HITs that a worker can complete. Once a task has been completed, the requester can
review the task for quality and decide whether to accept the submission. Amazon charges
a 10% fee from the requestor to be paid in addition to the chosen compensation amount,
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and then workers can be paid either directly to their bank account or can be given credit
for purchases on Amazon.com.
One major advantage to using Mechanical Turk is that its workers are more
demographically diverse than a traditional college sample, and even more diverse than a
traditional internet sample (Casler, Bickel, & Hackett, 2013; Buhrmester, Kwang, &
Gosling, 2011). Research has shown that participant pools from Mechanical Turk are
more reliable than a traditional college sample and that the results of data collected are as
valid as other methods of data collection (Barger et al.; Buhrmester et al.). In fact, Casler
et al. demonstrated that a task that was previously thought to require in-person testing
was able to be successfully completed on Mechanical Turk. Research has also
demonstrated that participants sourced from Mechanical Turk are internally motivated to
complete these tasks, even for very small amounts of compensation (Buhrmester et al.).
Furthermore, even when participants are given low levels of compensation, there is no
effect on data quality.
Measures
Self-control. Self-control was be measured using the 13 item Brief Self-Control
Schedule (Tangney, Rosenbaum, & Boone, 2004). This questionnaire serves as a trait
measure of self-control. Responses range from 1 to 5 where 1 is ―not at all [reflective of
how I typically am]‖ and 1 is ―very much [reflective of how I typically am].‖ This
measure was found to have adequate levels of both reliability (α= .85) and validity. A
sample question would be ―I am good at resisting temptation.‖ In order for participants‘
responses to be included in analysis, nine of the thirteen items on this scale must have
been answered.
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Job autonomy. Job autonomy was be measured using the ―Job Autonomy Scale‖
(Idaszak & Drasgow, 1987) as available in Kim, Cable, Kim & Wang (2009). This is a
three-item scale which has a Cronbach's alpha of .66. Responses range from 1 to 7 where
1 is ―Strongly Disagree‖ and 7 is ―Strongly Agree‖. A sample question would be ―The
job gives me considerable opportunity for independence and freedom in how I do the
work.‖ In order for participants‘ responses to be included in analysis, two of the three
items on this scale must have been answered.
PWC. PWC was measured with the ―Cyberloafing Scale‖ adapted from Lim
(2002) as available in the appendix of Henle & Blanchard (2008). This is a 22-item scale
that asks about the frequency of several types of PWC behaviors. This scale was found to
have good psychometric properties (α = .84). Responses range from 1 to 5 where 1 is
―Not at all‖ and 5 is ―Almost constantly‖. An example of a question would be ―Checked
non-work-related email.‖ In order for participants‘ responses to be included in analysis,
seventeen of the twenty-two items on this scale must have been answered.
Work/family centrality. The measurement of work or family centrality was
collected using the ―Work/Family Centrality Scale‖ (Carr, Boyar, & Gregory, 2008). This
is a five item measure. Cronbach's alpha for this scale was .93. Responses range from 1
to 5 where 1 is ―Strongly Disagree‖ and 5 is ―Strongly Agree‖. One example question is:
―The most important things that happen to me involve my work rather than family.‖ In
order for participants‘ responses to be included in analysis, three of the five items on this
scale must have been answered.
Work/life balance. Work/life balance was measured using the ―Work/Family
Conflict Scale‖ (Carlson, Kacmar, & Williams, 2000). This is an 18-item scale that has
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six dimensions (time-, strain-, behavior-based scales for both work to family conflict or
WFC and family to work conflict or FWC). All six dimensions were found to have good
internal consistency: time-based WFC α = .87 and FWC α = .79, strain-based WFC α =
.85 and FWC α = .87, and behavior-based WFC α = .78 and FWC α = .85. Responses
range from 1 to 5 where 1 is ―Strongly Disagree‖ and 5 is ―Strongly Agree‖. An example
from this questionnaire would be: ―Due to stress at home, I am often preoccupied with
family matters at work.‖ In order for participants‘ responses to be included in analysis,
twelve of the eighteen items on this scale must have been answered. Specifically, two out
of three questions from each of the six dimensions must have been answered for use in
analysis.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Control variables
While many demographic variables have previously been demonstrated to be
antecedents of PWC, including age, gender, (Everton et al., 2005; Mullen, 2011),
status/occupation, income, and education (Garrett & Danziger, 2008b; Vitak et al., 2011),
PWC was regressed onto all demographic information collected in the survey in order to
identify potential control variables. The following variables were dummy coded for use
in the regression: hours worked per week, frequency of computer use, gender, age,
education, income, occupation, marital status, number of children, and ethnicity.
In order to achieve an acceptable sample size for regression testing, all of the
variables except hours worked per week, frequency of computer use, and gender were
regrouped into larger categories. For the age variable, all participants above the age of 46
were combined, achieving a sample size of 29 for the group. For education, the only
group that was not condensed was the ‗College degree‘ level; levels below were
condensed into a 52 person ‗No college degree‘ group and levels above were combined to
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a ‗Post-graduate level‘. For the income variable, the only group that was not condensed
was the group that made under $20,000 a year. The two levels of participants who made
between $20,000 and $39,999 a year were combined to achieve a sample size of 106, and
all income levels above $40,000 a year were combined to achieve a sample size of 110.
Occupation was condensed to 3 levels: ‗Professional‘, ‗Office-type‘ (83 participants),
and ‗Other/non-office‘ (157 participants). All ethnicities except ‗Non-Hispanic White‘
and ‗Asian/Asian American‘ were condensed into an ‗Other‘ group, achieving a sample
size of 51 people. Lastly, the marital status and number of children variables were
condensed into 2 levels each, indicating that you either were married or were not married
(170 people), or did not have children or had at least one (143 people).
The comparison groups for the dummy coded variables were as follows: hours
worked per week ('20-39' hours as the comparison group), frequency of computer use
('About half of the day' as the comparison group), gender ('Male' as the comparison
group), age ('18-24' years old as the comparison group), education ('No college degree' as
the comparison group), income ('Under $20,000' as the comparison group), occupation
('Other/non-office' as the comparison group), number of children ('None' as the
comparison group), marital status ('Not married' as the comparison group), and ethnicity
('Non-Hispanic White' as the comparison group).
PWC. The results of PWC being regressed individually onto each dummy coded
control variable indicated that gender (p = .001, R2 = .032), education (p = .013, R2 =
.025), ethnicity (p = .000, R2 = .135), and number of children (p = .031, R2 = .013) were
all significantly related to PWC. Female participants (p = .001) contributed -6.33 less
points to the equation compared to male participants. Participants with a college degree
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committed 5.26 more PWC than participants without a college degree (p = .048), and
participants with at least some post-graduate education committed 8.49 more PWC than
participants without a college degree (p = .003). Additionally, Asian/Asian American
participants committed 14.60 more PWC than Non-Hispanic White participants (p =
.000), while participants from the remaining ethnicities committed 10.05 more PWC than
Non-Hispanic White participants (p = .001). Lastly, participants with children committed
4.12 more PWC than participants without children (p = .031). Therefore, gender,
education, ethnicity, and number of children were used as control variables in the study
and were included in the testing of Hypotheses 1 through 4.
Work-family conflict. Work-family conflict was also regressed onto the potential
control variables to determine whether any of the variables would be identified as
covariates. Results indicated, for the most part, that each of the six conflict subscales had
somewhat different covariates. For example, while time-based work-to-family (WFC)
conflict was found to be related to gender (p = .001, R2 = .031), income (p = .006, R2 =
.030), occupation (p = .034, R2 = .020), and ethnicity (p = .000, R2 = .072), time-based
family-to-work (FWC) conflict was found to be related to gender (p = .004, R2 = .025),
education (p = .004, R2 = .033), income (p = .004, R2 = .032), and ethnicity (p = .000, R2
= .083). Female participants experienced -1.13 (p = .001) and -0.91 (p = .004) less
conflict in both time-based WFC and FWC than male participants, respectively. Results
for income were consistent as well: participants who made between $20,000 and $39,999
experienced -0.95 (p = .015) and -0.62 (p = .015) less WFC and FWC conflict than
participants who made under $20,000 per year, respectively, while participants who made
over $40,000 experienced -1.16 (p = .003) and -1.22 (p = .003) less conflict than those
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who make under $20,000 per year. In addition, results for ethnicity were also similar.
Asian/Asian American participants had 1.86 (p = .000) and 1.89 (p = .000) more WFC
and FWC conflict than Non-Hispanic White participants, respectively, while participants
from the remaining ethnicities had 1.49 (p = .005) and 1.39 (p = .005) more WFC and
FWC conflict than Non-Hispanic White participants, respectively. Occupation, which
was related only to time-based WFC, led to increases in conflict; participants who
worked in a ‗professional‘ occupation had 0.79 more WFC conflict than participants who
worked in other non-office professions (p = .042), while participants who worked in an
office-related occupation (management, business, finance) had 0.91 more WFC than
participants who worked in other non-office professions (p = .024). Lastly, education,
which was related only to time-based FWC, also led to increases in conflict; participants
who had a college degree had 1.22 more FWC than participants who did not have a
college degree (p = .005), and participants with at least some post-graduate education had
1.57 more FWC than participants who did not have a college degree (p = .001).
Different predictors were found for strain-based WFC and FWC conflict as well;
strain-based WFC was found to be related to frequency of computer use (p = .027, R2 =
.014), age (p = .002, R2 = .042), and income (p = .039, R2 = .019), while strain-based
FWC was found to be related to gender (p = .005, R2 = .023), age (p = .008, R2 = .053),
income (p = .033, R2 = .020), and ethnicity (p = .000, R2 = .063). Participants who were
between 25 and 35 years of age experienced -0.83 (p = .051) and -0.84 (p = .032) less
WFC and FWC conflict than participants who are between the ages of 18 and 24,
respectively, while participants who were over 45 years of age experienced -2.44 (p =
.000) and -0.92 (p = .001) less WFC and FWC conflict than participants who are between
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the ages of 18 and 24, respectively. Results for income were consistent as well:
participants who made over $40,000 experienced -0.94 (p = .015) and -0.92 (p = .010)
less WFC and FWC conflict than those who make under $20,000 per year, respectively.
Frequency of computer use, which was related only to strain-based WCF, led to an
increase in conflict; participants who worked on the computer almost constantly had 0.86
more WFC conflict than participants who worked on the computer about half of the day
(p = .027). Gender, which was related only to strain-based FWC, led to a decrease in
conflict; female participants had -0.85 less WFC conflict than male participants (p =
.005). Lastly, ethnicity, which was related only to strain-based FWC, led to an increase in
conflict; Asian/Asian American participants had 1.58 more FWC than Non-Hispanic
White participants (p = .000), while participants from the remaining ethnicities had 1.06
more FIW than Non-Hispanic White participants (p = .029).
Behavior-based conflict was the only type of conflict to have the same predictors
for both WFC and FWC conflict: gender (p = .044, R2 = .012 and p = .017, R2 = .017,
respectively) and ethnicity (p = .004, R2 = .033 and p = .041, R2 = .019, respectively).
Female participants experienced -0.59 (p = .044) and -0.73 (p = .017) less conflict in both
time-based WFC and FWC than male participants, respectively. While Asian/Asian
American participants had 1.03 (p = .002) more WFC conflict than Non-Hispanic White
participants, no other significant relationships were found for ethnicity for either WFC or
FWC conflict.
Preliminary Analysis
The psychometric properties of the scales used in the questionnaire were
reaffirmed through calculating Cronbach's alpha (see Table 1). The reliability of the
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autonomy (α = .88), self-control (α = .81), work/family centrality (α = .94), and PWC (α
= .93) scales were all found to be psychometrically sound. In addition, all six of the
work/family conflict subscales were found to have acceptable alpha levels (Dimension 1,
α = .84; Dimension 2, α = .82; Dimension 3, α = .84; Dimension 4, α = .84; Dimension 5,
α = .76; Dimension 6, α = .77).
In addition, a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was used to assess the overall model
fit of all scales used in analysis. The CFA was run with listwise-deleted data (N = 286) in
order to be able to compute Modification Indexes. All scales (autonomy, self-control,
centrality, PWC, and the six WFC subscales) were entered into the CFA at once. The
model was found to be over-identified and significant, X2(1724) = 3744.97, p = .000. In
addition, RMSEA, an indicator of overall model fit, found the model to have good fit
(RMSEA = .064) according to the conventionally accepted cutoff of less than .1 (Hair,
Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010). However, two measures of incremental fit (i.e. the fit
of a model over other potential models), TLI and CFI, were found to be under the
conventionally accepted cutoff of .9 or greater (.775 and .788, respectfully). This
indicates that although the empirical model used in the analysis had adequate fit overall,
better fit would be found through the use of different models.
Summated scales were created for all variables used in the analysis by summing
all responses to each of the survey items on a scale. The autonomy scale consisted of
three items on a scale of 1 to 7, where one was ―Strongly Disagree‖ and 7 was ―Strongly
Agree‖; responses for the autonomy scale ranged from 3 to 21. The self-control scale
consisted of 13 items on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 was ―Not at all‖ true of the respondent
and 5 was ―Very much so‖ true of the respondent; while the responses on this scale had
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the potential to range from 13 to 65, it was found that responses only ranged from 26 to
65. The centrality scale was 5 items on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 was ―Strongly Disagree‖
and 5 was ―Strongly Agree‖. Responses on the centrality scale ranged from 5 to 25. The
PWC scale used in analysis was created by summing the responses to all 22 PWC items
(with 1 indicating that the behavior is not at all performed on the job and 5 indicating it is
almost constantly performed on the job). The summed scale had the potential to range
from 22 to 110, but the actual range of responses was 22 to 105. Lastly, the six workfamily conflict subscales consisted of 3 items whose responses ranged from 1 (―Strongly
Disagree‖) to 5 (―Strongly Agree‖); responses on each of the six summated scales ranged
from 3 to 15.
Centered scales were created for use in the analysis to avoid issues with
multicollinearity in the multiple regressions by subtracting the mean of each variable
from each of the summated scales. In addition, interaction terms were created for use in
the analysis by creating a product of each of the centered variables that were needed to
test each hypothesis.
All scales used in the analysis were tested for univariate outliers by creating zscores for each scale. It was confirmed no scale had z-scores above the absolute value of
4 (Hair et al., 2010). In addition, tests were used to discover multivariate outliers using
Mahalanobis distances in two regression equations: the first being that PWC was
regressed onto the control variables, then PWC was regressed onto all scale variables
after the controls. A total of 10 participants with extraordinarily large distances (the
recommended cutoff of 2.5 times the degrees of freedom) (Hair et al.) were deleted from
the analysis.
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Hypotheses
To test Hypothesis 1, PWC was regressed onto the centered self-control and
autonomy scales, as well as the interaction term created by multiplying these two
centered variables after controlling for gender, education, ethnicity, and number of
children (see Table 2). The regression model was found to be significant overall for all
steps (p = .000), and the final R2 was found to explain 21.3% of the variance in PWC
(17.7% for control variables, and 21.2% when autonomy and self-control were entered in
the next step). A significant main effect was found for self-control (p = .000),
demonstrating that for every one point increase in self-control, -.412 less PWC behaviors
were observed. The interaction between self-control and autonomy was not found to
significantly predict changes in PWC behavior, indicating that Hypothesis 1 could not be
confirmed.
To test Hypothesis 2, PWC was regressed onto the centered self-control and
work/family centrality scales, as well as the interaction term created by multiplying these
two centered variables after controlling for the previously mentioned variables (see Table
3). The regression model was found to be significant overall (p = .000 for all steps), and
a significant interaction (p = .022) was found between self-control and work/family
centrality, explaining an additional 1.2% of the variance for a total R2 that explained
24.2% of the variance in PWC. The interaction was graphed by computing the regression
equation that was revealed (the constant and the B for each variable) for one standard
deviation above and below the means of the predictor variables. As the centrality and
self-control variables were centered for use in the regression (i.e. the means were zero),
the graphed points were largely a function of the standard deviation of the variables. The
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results indicated that individuals with high work centrality committed the highest number
of PWC when they had low self-control (see Figure 1). Conversely, individuals with high
work centrality committed significantly less PWC when they had high self-control.
Individuals with high family centrality (interpreted as low work centrality) committed
less PWC in comparison to individuals with high work centrality when they had low selfcontrol. A simple slopes analysis indicated that the slopes of centrality were significant
for high and low self-control (p = .000). While an interaction between self-control and

Figure 1. An interaction between self-control and centrality shows that individuals with
high work centrality committed the highest number of PWC when they were low
in self-control, but that having high self-control significantly impacted the amount
of PWC behaviors.
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domain centrality was hypothesized in Hypothesis 2, the effects of work centrality were
contrary to the hypotheses. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was partially supported.
For Hypothesis 3, PWC was regressed onto the centered autonomy and
work/family centrality variables, as well as the interaction term created by multiplying
these two centered variables after controlling for the previously mentioned variables (see
Table 4). The regression model was found to be significant overall (p = .000 for all
steps), and the final R2 was found to explain 20.5% of the variance in PWC (17.7% for
control variables, and 20.3% after autonomy and centrality were entered). A significant
main effect was found for centrality (p = .001) in the opposite direction as expected,
demonstrating that for every one point increase in work centrality, .562 more PWC
behaviors were observed. In addition, the interaction between centrality and autonomy
was not found to significantly predict changes in PWC behavior, indicating that
Hypothesis 3 could not be confirmed.
To test Hypothesis 4, PWC was regressed onto three centered variables
(autonomy, self-control, and work/family centrality) (R2 = .232), and all possible two-way
interaction terms (R2 = .245), as well as the interaction term (created by multiplying these
three centered variables together) after entering the control variables (R2 = .177) (see
Table 5). The regression model was found to be significant overall (p = .000 for all
steps), and the final R2 was found to explain 24.5% of the variance in PWC. A significant
two-way interaction was found for self-control × centrality (p = .045), consistent with
Hypothesis 2. The three-way interaction between autonomy, self-control, and
work/family centrality was not found to significantly predict changes in PWC behavior (p
= .806), indicating that Hypothesis 4 could not be confirmed.
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Lastly, to test Hypothesis 5, the six work-family conflict subscales were regressed
onto the centered variables for PWC and work/family centrality, as well as the interaction
term created by multiplying the two centered variables together (see Tables 6 through
10). Each of the WFC subscales were first regressed onto the previously discussed
control variables, which were slightly different for each subscale. All the regressions
were found to be significant (p = .000 for all regressions), with final R2 ranging from
.136 for strain-based work-to-family (WFC) conflict to .283 for strain-based FWC. Both
PWC and work centrality were found to have significant main effects in regressions with
every type of work-family conflict, but no significant interactions were found, indicating
that Hypothesis 5 could not be confirmed. In summary, for every one point increase in
work centrality, between .091 (for strain-based WFC) and .163 (for strain-based FWC)
more work-family conflict was observed. For every one point increase in PWC, between
.026 (for behavior-based FWC) and .044 (for strain-based WFC) more work-family
conflict was observed.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

The results of the present study were largely inconsistent with the hypotheses,
indicating that while many of the variables explored in the study were found to be
significantly related to PWC, they did not interact with each other in complex
relationships. These findings serve as motivation to consider PWC in new and different
ways.
While according to the literature, many demographic variables have previously
been found to be related to PWC, including age, gender, (Everton et al., 2005; Mullen,
2011), status/occupation, income, and education (Garrett & Danziger, 2008b; Vitak et al.,
2011), the exploration of the present data for control variables did not necessarily confirm
these relationships. Of these previously demonstrated antecedents of PWC, only gender
and education were found to be significantly related to PWC. Consistent with Everton et
al. (2005), female participants committed less PWC than male participants. Also
consistent with the literature was the finding that participants who were well educated
(Garrett & Danziger, 2008; Vitak et al., 2011) were more likely to commit PWC. In
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addition, two novel demographic variables were demonstrated to have a significant
relationship with PWC: ethnicity and number of children. The analysis demonstrated
that participants who described themselves as Asian or Asian American or fell into the
Other Ethnicity category committed more PWC than did Non-Hispanic White
participants.
Hypothesis 1 predicted a significant interaction between self-control and
autonomy in predicting PWC, but this hypothesis could not be confirmed. A main effect
for self-control strength indicated that individuals with higher self-control committed less
PWC, which is consistent with the direction expected in the hypothesis. This finding
indicates that self-control is an important variable in predicting PWC regardless of
autonomy, meaning that even in situations where there is little ability to decide how and
when to complete tasks that self-control affects the frequency of PWC.
Hypothesis 2 predicted a significant interaction between self-control and
work/family centrality in predicting PWC. This hypothesis was partially confirmed-while a significant interaction was found between self-control and work/family centrality,
the direction of the relationship was not as hypothesized. It was expected that those with
high family centrality (interpreted as low work centrality on the scale) would engage in
the most amount of PWC when they had low self-control. Work centrality was expected
to lead to the least amount of PWC regardless of self-control thresholds, but instead
individuals with high work centrality and low self-control committed the most PWC (see
Figure 1). While it is not surprising to find that the highest amount of PWC was due in
part to low self-control, it was surprising to learn that work central individuals would
commit more PWC. However, there may be a reasonable explanation for this finding.
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As previously discussed, individuals are more willing to flex towards the domain
boundary towards which they are oriented (Matthews et al., 2010). While this study
ensured that participants worked at least part time, it did not ask for a quantifiable
number of hours worked in a typical week. It is possible that a work central individual
might work many more than 40 hours per week, which would then create the opportunity
to commit more PWC, while a family central individual would work the expected 40
hours per week and then go home to perform computer activities off the clock.
Hypothesis 3, which predicted a significant interaction between autonomy and
work/family centrality in predicting PWC, was unable to be confirmed. In fact, the only
significant finding was a main effect for work/family centrality in the opposite direction
than what was hypothesized (as discussed above). This can be partially explained by the
significant positive correlation (p = .000) between the autonomy and centrality scales (r =
.208), which implies that individuals who are more work central could be more likely to
be in highly autonomous jobs.
Hypothesis 4 predicted a significant self-control × autonomy × work/family
centrality interaction in predicting PWC. However, as one may infer from the previously
discussed results, this hypothesis was not confirmed. Consistent with the results of
Hypothesis 2, a two-way interaction was found between self-control and work centrality.
As can be expected from the results of Hypotheses 1 and 3, no other two-way interactions
were found.
Lastly, Hypothesis 5 predicted a significant interaction between PWC and
work/family centrality in predicting work-family conflict. No significant interactions
were found for any of the six work-family conflict dimensions, indicating that Hypothesis
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5 could not be confirmed. However, significant main effects were found for both
work/family centrality as well as PWC in all six dimensions of work-family conflict.
Main effects for centrality were consistent with the direction mentioned in the hypothesis;
participants with higher work centrality had higher levels of work-family conflict. This is
likely due to the fact that work central individuals are more likely to flex to the domain to
which they are oriented (Hargis et al., 2011), which indicates that work central employees
might spend more time at work (consistent with time-based WFC), may experience more
strain as a result of the importance of their work to them (consistent with strain-based
WFC), and may engage in behaviors at home that are ineffective due to their orientation
(consistent with behavior-based WFC).
However, the main effects for PWC were opposite of the expected direction;
greater levels of PWC were related to greater levels of work-family conflict in all six
conflict dimensions. The hypothesis intended to answer the question of whether PWC
could be used as a means to ―balance the ledger‖ between work and family, and it was
demonstrated that instead of providing a balance, PWC was related to less work-family
balance. This relationship may be explained by a few theories. First, the results of the
regressions with time-based work-family conflict indicate that it is possible that spending
a greater amount of time engaging in PWC at work could be related to spending a greater
amount of time at work in order to meet deadlines, thus leaving less time for family and
contributing to work-family conflict (consistent with the definition of time-based workfamily conflict) (Carlson et al., 2000). In addition, the individuals committing PWC may
be doing so to as a means to escape stressful situations, indicating that those engaging in
PWC may have jobs that would generate strain-based work-family conflict. Lastly, it was
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also demonstrated that increases in PWC were related to increases in behavior-based
work-family conflict. This could demonstrate that spending time on the computer instead
of focusing on accomplishing tasks is likely not an effective behavior for managing either
the work or family domain.
Limitations
A common concern regarding self-report measures is the potential for social
desirability bias. In other words, participants might have been hesitant to answer
truthfully to questions relating to negative personal traits, and thus may have falsified
their responses in order to appear like better employees. It is expected that social
desirability bias was lessened by collecting survey responses in an anonymous, online
setting as opposed to collecting surveys in a laboratory setting with a facilitator present.
In addition, avoiding responding truthfully out of fear of punishment should have been
addressed by assuring participants in the Consent Form that their responses will not be
able to be linked to them in any way and will not be shared with their employers.
Another potential limitation of the current study is the use of an online
(Mechanical Turk) sample. While research has demonstrated that data quality of a
Mechanical Turk sample is on par with that of a typical internet sample (Buhrmester et
al., 2011), the use of internet samples in general are sometimes discouraged because the
experimenter has less control over the quality of the data. While in a laboratory setting
an experimenter would have the ability to monitor participants to ensure they were
paying attention, the experimenter cannot control whether internet participants pay
attention during internet questionnaires. It is expected that the use of an attention check
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(e.g. inserting the question ―If you are paying attention, please answer 2‖ into the middle
of the questionnaire) helped to weed out participants who were not truly paying attention.
In addition, the results of the CFA which was used to validate the psychometric
properties of the scales used in analysis indicated that although the model had good fit
overall, that an alternate model may have provided better fit. Modification indexes (M.I.)
were calculated to determine whether any indicators were potentially cross-loaded. All of
the relatively large covariances were linked to the error terms of the items. A separate
model was tested by CFA in which the following items were deleted: PWC items 2-4, 811, 13, and 22, Self-Control items 1, 3-4, 6, and 8, as well as Work-Family Conflict items
4 and 14. The model was found to be over-identified and significant, X2(901) = 1485.34,
p = .000. In addition, RMSEA found the model to have good fit (RMSEA = .048) while
TLI and CFI were also found to have acceptable levels of fit (.900 and .909,
respectively). This alternative model was implemented to re-test the hypotheses, but the
results of the alternative model in terms of the hypotheses and findings were identical to
that of the original model. While the original model has less than an ideal fit, it is more
appropriate to use the pre-existing scales, especially in light of the results of the
alternative model. Using the alternative model as opposed to the model built off of the
pre-existing scales would limit generalizability, and would make the results of my study
harder to compare to the results of other studies in future research ventures.
Another limitation that exists in the present study relates to the use of a workfamily conflict measure as opposed to a broader work-life conflict measurement. About
half of the participants in this study (46.2%) were single, and 57% had no children,
indicating that the use of the phrase ―family‖ may have meant something different for
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everyone. Some participants may be married without children, and some may be single
parents, meaning that they have different frames of reference when thinking of their own
work-family balance. It is also possible that some participants might have included
parents, siblings, and other extended family members in their definitions of ―family‖.
Without a clear definition of what constitutes family, depending on whom employees
included in their frame of reference, the results of the study may have been different. For
example, employees who live alone but consider their parents and siblings in their
definition of family might have less work-family conflict than employees who are single
parents. In addition to the various definitions of family, research suggests that the
difference between work and non-work is different for everyone, as life domains may
change based on a person's interests or circumstances (Keeney et al., 2013). Life
domains that might be of importance to individuals besides family could include friends,
community, or exercise. Keeney et al. demonstrated that the use of a work-life conflict
measure as opposed to a work-family conflict measure led to incremental ability to
predict personal well-being and other work-related outcomes. Since a work/familyspecific centrality measure was used, it was appropriate to use a work-family conflict
measure in conjunction. However, PWC can be used to serve many different purposes in
addition to family-related use, and therefore it would be more appropriate in future
research to match a broad PWC measure with both a work-life measure as well as more
domain centrality scales (more than just work or family) in order to fully understand
relationships with PWC.
Lastly, it is important to keep in mind that the results of the study were purely
correlational, not causal. Therefore, it is impossible to make any causal statements
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referring to the hypotheses. Any inferences regarding the results of the study in respect to
the hypotheses should be used with caution, as the cause of the relationship could
potentially be opposite of the hypothesized direction. For example, in a causal
relationship, higher levels of PWC could lead to higher levels of work centrality, not the
other way around as inferred in the correlational discussion above.
Implications
Many important implications in addition to those already discussed can be made
from the results of the present study which would be useful for organizations to take into
consideration when developing policies regarding PWC. One important implication is
that organizations may not want to limit or eliminate PWC, as the main effect for
work/family centrality indicates that the biggest culprits may also be the most committed
to the organization. If these employees are using PWC as a way to reduce strain, and
PWC is prevented, this may have an impact on turnover as well as certain performance
factors. In fact, as mentioned in the introduction of the paper, the costs of PWC may
offset costs incurred due to strain. Therefore, organizations may want to exercise caution
in upsetting this balance and may want to consider the risks associated with reducing
PWC. Next, contrary to expectations, findings for the main effect of PWC indicate that
PWC does not act as an offsetting behavior to work-family conflict, but instead, is related
to increased amounts of conflict. This may be useful knowledge for employees who
might believe that engaging in PWC is an effective way to manage the stress and
workload they are experiencing on a day to day basis. Furthermore, these results suggest
that employees may want to make an effort to separate work activities from family
activities as much as possible in the interest of increasing work/family balance. In the
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interest of the well-being of their employees, companies should consider communicating
these findings to their employees as it may be critical to variables like task performance
and job satisfaction in highly work central employees. Specifically, it should be
communicated that while the company may not necessarily want to limit PWC at the risk
of upsetting committed employees, that the use of PWC may not be an effective way for
these committed employees to manage their strain. Communicating this may lead
employees to find better methods to manage their strain on the job and could, in turn,
benefit the organization.
For companies who want maintain or reduce the amount of PWC behavior, the
results indicate that high levels of internal (i.e. self-control), as opposed to external (i.e.
autonomy) control are related to lower levels of PWC. In fact, no significant
relationships were found between autonomy and PWC, indicating that organizations
should feel comfortable giving autonomy to employees when otherwise deemed
appropriate. This is good news for employers, as autonomy has been demonstrated to
lead to better task performance and higher job satisfaction (Stanton & Barnes-Farrell,
1996). As for the main effect of self-control, this variable has been consistently
demonstrated to be an effective predictor of workplace behavior. In fact, Marcus and
Schuler‘s (2004) research on predictors of CWB indicated that other dispositions gain
predictive ability mostly from their overlap with self-control. Organizations seeking to
reduce PWC behavior should be sensitive to the self-control strength of its employees as
well as their ability to effectively regulate this behavior.
While in the present study, PWC was not demonstrated to be linked to a specific
benefit (such as increases in work/family balance), this does not indicate that PWC does
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not have any benefits. It is also important to note that in the present study PWC was not
linked to any specific negative consequences. As a reminder, previous research has
demonstrated that PWC helps to relieve boredom, fatigue, or stress, increases job
satisfaction or creativity, and is associated with increases in well-being and recovery
(Garrett & Danziger, 2008b; Vitak et al., 2011). As virtually all employees at all levels of
an organization are believed to engage in PWC, this is important for organizations to
keep in mind.
Future Research
The results of this study offer several opportunities for future research. The first
area of research could stem from the finding that ethnicity was found to be related to
PWC. As the literature has not previously linked this demographic variable to PWC, it
would be useful to understand if there are cultural differences in attitudes regarding
PWC. Next, given the finding that higher levels of work centrality lead to higher
occurrences of PWC, it would be useful to explore the impact of this behavior on an
employee's personal well-being (e.g. stress) or work-related outcomes such as
performance or satisfaction. In fact, it would be interesting to determine through the use
of an SEM model whether higher levels of work centrality would be related to higher
occurrences of PWC and as a result, whether this leads to higher levels of strain. Lastly, it
would be beneficial to incorporate broader measures of both domain centrality and
work/non-work conflict in future research to get a more complete picture of how these
variables relate to PWC.
The future of PWC research is exciting, as the topic is still in its infancy. In
general, there is much more to learn about both the negative and positive impact that
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PWC has on the workplace. While the present study was unable to demonstrate that
PWC leads to a decrease in work-family conflict, there may be other potentially positive
outcomes of PWC on the workplace that have not yet been empirically demonstrated. In
contrast, there would be value in measuring the negative outcomes of PWC. Specifically,
research on PWC has cited both positive (Vitak et al., 2011) and negative (Henle &
Blanchard, 2008) effects on productivity. It has been assumed that these effects on
productivity offset each other, but it would be of value to measure this in an empirical
setting.
While the focus of the study was oriented towards general PWC, it is likely that
not all forms of PWC are equal. In other words, employees may engage in certain types
of PWC for reasons different than engaging in other types of PWC. An employee may be
comfortable instant messaging co-workers to discuss topics unrelated to work, but highly
uncomfortable shopping online during work hours. As such, it would be of use to
understand the different traits or situations which may make an employee more likely to
engage in one type of PWC over another, as the implications for engaging in different
types of PWC would be much different.
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Appendix
*Indicates reverse coding
“Brief Self-Control Schedule”
1. I am good at resisting temptation.
2. I have a hard time breaking bad habits. *
3. I am lazy. *
4. I say inappropriate things. *
5. I do certain things that are bad for me, if they are fun. *
6. I refuse things that are bad for me.
7. I wish I had more self-discipline. *
8. People would say that I have iron self- discipline.
9. Pleasure and fun sometimes keep me from getting work done. *
10. I have trouble concentrating. *
11. I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals.
12. Sometimes I can‘t stop myself from doing something, even if I know it is wrong.
*
13. I often act without thinking through all the alternatives. *
“Work/Family Centrality Scale”
1. In my view, an individual's personal life goals should be work-oriented rather than
family-oriented.
2. The major satisfaction in my life comes from my work rather than family.
3. The most important things that happen to me involve my work rather than family.
4. Work should be considered central to life rather than family.
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5. Overall, I consider work to be more central to my existence than family.
“Job Autonomy Scale”
1. The job gives me almost complete responsibility for deciding how and when the
work is done.
2. The job gives me considerable opportunity for independence and freedom in how
I do the work.
3. The job gives me a chance to use my personal initiative and judgment in carrying
out the work.
“Cyberloafing Scale”
1. Checked non-work-related email
2. Sent non-work-related email
3. Received non-work-related email
4. Visited general news sites
5. Visited stock or investment-related web sites
6. Checked online personals
7. Viewed sports-related web sites
8. Visited banking or financial-related websites
9. Shopped online for personal goods
10. Visited online auction sites (e.g., Ebay)
11. Sent/received instant messaging
12. Participated in online games
13. Participated in chat rooms
14. Visited newsgroups or bulletin boards
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15. Booked vacations/travel
16. Visited virtual communities
17. Maintained a personal web page
18. Downloaded music
19. Visited job hunting or employment related sites
20. Visited gambling web sites
21. Read blogs
22. Viewed adult-oriented (sexually explicit) web sites
“Work/Family Conflict Scale”
1. My work keeps me from my family activities more than I would like.
2. The time I must devote to my job keeps me from participating equally in
household responsibilities and activities.
3. I have to miss family activities due to the amount of time I must spend on work
responsibilities.
4. The time I spend on family responsibilities often interfere with my work
responsibilities.
5. The time I spend with my family often causes me not to spend time in activities at
work that could be helpful to my career.
6. I have to miss work activities due to amount of time I must spend on family
responsibilities.
7. When I get home from work I am often too frazzled to participate in family
activities/responsibilities.
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8. I am often so emotionally drained when I get home from work that it prevents me
from contributing to my family.
9. Due to all the pressures at work, sometimes when I come home I am too stressed
to do the things I enjoy.
10. Due to stress at home, I am often preoccupied with family matters at work.
11. Because I am often stressed from family responsibilities, I have a hard time
concentrating on my work.
12. Tension and anxiety from my family life often weakens my ability to do my job.
13. The problem-solving approaches I use in my job are not effective in resolving
problems at home.
14. Behavior that is effective and necessary for me at work would be
counterproductive at home.
15. The behaviors I perform that make me effective at work do not help me to be a
better parent and spouse.
16. The behaviors that work for me at home do not seem to be effective at work.
17. Behavior that is effective and necessary for me at home would be
counterproductive at work.
18. The problem solving behavior that works for me at home does not seem to be as

useful at work.
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